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ThE RIsE AND DECLINE Of 
CONsTITUTIONALLy pROTECTED 

RELIgIOUs spEECh IN ThE UNITED sTATEs

Religious issues in the US have become integrated into a variety of kinds of law cases and this article is 
a sequel to earlier ones that have appeared in this journal exploring some of those related areas. Earlier 
articles have examined religion as it relates to children and parents’ rights, religious beliefs and competing 
values,and religious beliefs and expressive rights. This article updates the judicial interpretation of the Free 
Speech and Establishment Clauses that was considered two years ago in this journal and analyzes how 
recent changes may affect religious expressive rights. Just as the sweeping grant of constitutional rights 
to students in public schools in Tinker v. Des Moines Independent School District (1969) has experienced 
significant limitations over the past forty years, so also have religious speech cases since Lamb’s Chapel v. 
Center  Moriches Union Free School District (1993) demontrated a decline in constitutional protection.

i  introduction

The.United.States.has.a.four.decade.history.since.Tinker v Des Moines Independent Community 
School District1. of. protecting. free. speech. in. schools.. In.Tinker,. the.Supreme.Court. created. a.
fairly. high. disruption. standard. for. restricting. or. prohibiting. expression. in. schools;. however,.
subsequent.decisions.have.created.other.standards.that.have.served.to.broaden.the.authority.of.
school officials. Because of the U.S. Constitution’s Establishment Clause, the most controversial 
area.of.free.speech.protection.has.involved.religious.expression.in.schools..The.Supreme.Court.
and.lower.federal.court.constitutional.interpretations.involving.religious.expression.in.forty.years.
of.post-Tinker.litigation.reveal.a.shifting.balance.between.the.expressive.rights.of.individuals.and.
the authority of school officials to control that expression.

The. last. two. decades. of. the. Twentieth. Century. saw. two. important. events. that. affected.
profoundly the place of religion in U.S. public schools: (1) Congress’ bipartisan passage2.of.the.
Equal.Access.Act.(EAA)3 in 1984; (2) and the U.S. Supreme Court’s 1993 unanimous decision 
in. Lamb’s Chapel v Center Moriches Union Free School District. (Lamb’s Chapel).4. Coming.
as. it.did.on. the.heels.of. two.federal.circuit.court.decisions.upholding.public.school.decisions.
to.not. permit. student.bible. clubs. to.meet.on. campus,5. the.EAA.prohibited. secondary. schools.
receiving federal financial assistance from preventing noncurriculum-related student meetings 
during noninstructional time based on the content of the group’s expression. However, while, 
the.EAA.afforded.some.protection.to.student-initiated.meetings.and.withstood.an.Establishment.
Clause. challenge. in. Board of Education of the Westside Community Schools v Mergens.
(Mergens),�.the.protection.was.restricted.to.the.language.of.the.statute,7.with,.however,.some.later,.
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limited.expansion.of..EAA.protection.under.the.Free.Speech.Clause.8.An.even.more.important.
development,.though,.occurred.three.years.after.Mergens.in.Lamb’s Chapel.where.the.Supreme.
Court.declared.religious.expression.to.be.a.fully.protected.subset.of.free.speech.and.prohibited.
public.schools.from.engaging.in.viewpoint.discrimination.9

However, in the fifteen years since Lamb’s Chapel,.an.initial.surge.of.protection.for.religious.
expressive.activities.has.been.followed.by.a.more.recent.decline.in.such.protection.10.The.purpose.
of.this.article.is.to.explore.the.decline.of.protected.religious.expression.under.the.Free.Speech.
Clause,.using.as.templates.two.recent.federal.court.of.appeals.decisions,.Borden v School District 
of the Township of East Brunswick.(Borden)11.and.Nuxoll v Indian Prairie School District # 204 
(Nuxoll).12. In.Borden, the.Third.Circuit.prohibited. the.religious.expressive.rights.of.a. teacher,.
advancing.an.expanded.interpretation.of.the.Establishment.Clause.to.do.so,.while.the.Seventh.
Circuit.in.Nuxoll.constructed.an.expansive.interpretation.of.school.board.authority.to.curb.student.
religious.expression.in.public.schools..

Religious issues in the US tend to become integrated into a variety of kinds of law cases 
and.this.article.is.a.sequel.to.earlier.ones.that.have.appeared.in.this.journal.exploring.some.of.
those related areas. Earlier articles have examined religion as it relates to children and parents’ 
rights,13. religious.beliefs.and.competing.values,14.and.religious.beliefs.and.expressive.rights.15.
This. article. updates. the. judicial. interpretation. of. the. Free. Speech. and. Establishment.Clauses.
that.was.considered.two.years.ago.in.this.journal.and.analyses.how.recent.changes.may.affect.
religious.expressive.rights.1�.

ii  an ovErviEw of rEligious ExprEssion litigation

In. two. important. post-Lamb’s Chapel. decisions,. Rosenberger v Rector and Visitors of 
University of Virginia. (Rosenberger)17. and.Good News Club v Milford Central School. (Good 
News),18. the.Supreme.Court.addressed. the.balance.between. the.establishment.and.free.speech.
clauses, finding in both cases viewpoint discrimination under the Free Speech Clause and 
suggesting.that.the.denial.of.religious.expression.could.constitute.hostility.toward.religion.under.
the.Establishment.clause..Rosenberger dealt with a university’s refusal to fund a religious student 
organisation’s publication, on the same basis as other non-religious student publications, because 
the funding guidelines denied funding for ‘religious activities’.19 Relying largely on Lamb’s 
Chapel,20. the. Rosenberger. majority. found. a. free. speech. violation. because. the. university. had.
engaged.in.viewpoint.discrimination..The.Court.distinguished.between.‘on.the.one.hand,.content.
discrimination,.which.may.be.permissible.if.it.preserves.the.purposes.of.a.limited.forum,.and,.
on. the.other.hand,.viewpoint.discrimination,.which. is.presumed. impermissible.when.directed.
against speech otherwise within the forum’s limitations’.21.‘[E]ven.when.[a].limited.public.forum.
is one of its own creation ... government [cannot] regulat[e] speech when the specific motivating 
ideology or the opinion or perspective of the speaker is the rationale for the restriction’.22.In.the.
Rosenberger majority opinion, Justice Kennedy rejected the dissent’s perspective 

that no viewpoint discrimination occur[red] [where] the [University’s] Guidelines 
discriminate[d].against.an.entire.class.of.viewpoints. .... .[The.majority.observed. that. this.
view] reflected an insupportable assumption that all debate is bipolar and that antireligious 
speech is the only response to religious speech ... [and held] that [t]he dissent’s declaration 
that.debate.is.not.skewed.so.long.as.multiple.voices.are.silenced.....[was].simply.wrong.......
[T]he.debate.is.[simply].skewed.in.multiple.ways.23.
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The university’s claim that it could make ‘content-based choices ... [in order to] allocate 
scarce resources to accomplish its educational mission’ was restricted to those occasions when 
‘the University [was] speaking’,24.as.opposed.‘the.viewpoint.of.private.persons.whose.speech.
[the university] facilitates’.25.This.notion.that.government.speech.is.subject.to.the.Establishment.
Clause.but.not.the.Free.Speech.Clause.was.reinforced.in.Pleasant Grove City v Summum2�.where.
the US Supreme Court held that a city’s decision not to permit a monument with a religious 
message in a city park where the monument did not have historical significance did not violate 
free speech. In addition to finding in Rosenberger that the university’s refusal to fund a campus 
organisation.publication.written. from.a.Christian.viewpoint. ‘was.a.denial.of. the. right.of. free.
speech’, the majority also observed that such a denial ‘risk[ed] fostering a pervasive bias or 
hostility. to. religion,. which. could. undermine. the. very. neutrality. the. Establishment. Clause.
requires’.27.Thus,.in.his.opinion,.Justice.Kennedy.invoked.concepts.under.the.Free.Speech.Clause.
(limited.public.forum,.viewpoint.discrimination,.content-based.choices,.private.vs.government.
speech). and. the. Establishment. Clause. (neutrality,. hostility). in. invalidating. the. University. of.
Virginia’s implementation of its funding Guidelines. In addition, however, the Court indicated 
that a school’s ‘educational mission’ might have a role to play in enhancing a public school’s 
restriction.of.free.expression,.a.concept.that.was.to.lay.dormant,.though,.for.twelve.years.until.
awakened.by.the.Supreme.Court.in.Morse v Frederick.28

Four.years.after.Rosenberger,.the.Court,.in.Good News,.held.that.a.public.school.that.provided.
after-school.access.to.certain.youth-oriented.groups.(for.example,.Boy.Scouts).but.denied.access.
to.a.Christian.youth.group.(Good.News.Club).violated.the.free.speech.clause..Finding.‘no.logical.
difference.in.kind.[under.the.Free.Speech.Clause].between.the.invocation.of.Christianity.by.the.
[Good.News].Club.and.the.invocation.of.teamwork,.loyalty,.or.patriotism.by.other.associations.
[for example, Boy Scouts] to provide a foundation for their lessons’, the Supreme Court held that 
both groups were involved in the ‘discuss[ion] [of] morals and character’.29.In.determining.that.
the school district’s exclusion of the Good News Club ‘constitute[d] impermissible viewpoint 
discrimination’,30 the Court refused to address whether the school district’s ‘interest in not 
violating the Establishment Clause outweigh[ed] the Club’s interest in gaining equal access to 
the school’s facilities’,31 concluding only that ‘it is not clear whether a State’s interest in avoiding 
an Establishment Clause violation would justify viewpoint discrimination’.32.However,.the.Good 
News.court.added.one.new.concept.of.Establishment.Clause. interpretation.—.endorsement.of.
religion — to the definition of hostility towards religious expression that had been developed in 
Rosenberger,.observing.that.‘even.if.we.were.to.inquire.into.the.minds.of.schoolchildren.in.this.
case,.we.cannot.say.the.danger.that.children.would.misperceive.the.endorsement.of.religion.is.
any.greater.than.the.danger.that.they.would.perceive.a.hostility.toward.the.religious.viewpoint.if.
the Club were excluded from the public forum’.33.

The. Good News. decision. was. rendered. in. the. shadow. of. Santa Fe Independent School 
District v Doe.(Santa Fe)34.decided.in.the.year.prior.to.Good News.where.a.different.Supreme.
Court. majority. than. in. Rosenberger. and. Good News35. invalidated. a. school. policy. permitting.
student-initiated. and. student-led. messages,. statements. or. invocations. prior. to. home. football.
games..Invoking.forum.analysis.under.Hazelwood School District v Kuhlmeier.(Hazelwood),3�.
the.Court. in.Santa Fe.held. that. the.school.district.allowing.students. to.determine.by.majority.
vote.whether. to. have. a. student. deliver. a.message,. statement. or. invocation. had. not. created. a.
limited public forum where ‘school officials simply [had] not evince[d] either “by policy or by 
practice,”.any.intent.to.open.the.[pregame.ceremony].to.“indiscriminate.use,”.....by.the.student.
body’.37.The.Court. in. Santa Fe. declared. that. ‘majority. determinations. [cannot. substitute]. for.
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viewpoint neutrality [under the Establishment Clause]’,38.and.went.further,.observing.that.‘the.
student.election.[did].nothing.to.protect.minority.views.but.rather.place[d].the.students.who.[held].
such views at the mercy of the majority’.39.In.effect,.the.Santa Fe.majority.found.the.proposed.
school.policy.to.be.an.Establishment.Clause.violation.for.a.variety.of.reasons:.(1).the.pregame.
‘messages’, ‘statements’ or ‘invocations’40.would.have.been.government.(as.opposed.to.private).
speech;41. (2). ‘the. [current]. policy. .... preserve[d]. the. [past]. practice. of. prayer. before. football.
games [and] ... simply [represented] a continuation of the previous policies’;42.(3).the.school.had.
never.evidenced.an.intent.to.create.a.limited.public.forum;43.(4).the.school.had.not.succeeded.
in.persuading.the.Supreme.Court.majority. that. ‘its.policy.[was].“one.of.neutrality.rather. than.
endorsement”’;44.and,.(5).under.an.‘“objective.observer”.endorsement.test.....an.objective.Santa.
Fe.High.School.student.....“acquainted.with.the.text,.....history,.and.implementation.of.the.[school.
policy]”.....[would].unquestionably.perceive.the.inevitable.pregame.prayer.as.stamped.with.her.
school’s seal of approval’.45 Chief Justice Rehnquist, in a scathing dissent in Santa Fe.found.that.
‘the tone of the Court’s opinion ... bristle[d] with hostility to all things religious in public life’4�.
and rebuked the majority for rejecting the school district’s private free speech argument and for 
declaring.the.policy.facially.unconstitutional.under.the.establishment.clause.without.a.remand.to.
determine.whether.the.policy.could.be.implemented.in.a.constitutional.manner..

The.meaning.of.hostility.toward.religion.has.been.elusive.and.four.years.after.Santa Fe,.the.
Supreme Court, in a majority opinion authored ironically by Chief Justice Rehnquist in Locke v 
Davey.(Locke),47 found ‘no evidence of hostility toward religion’48 in the State of Washington’s 
‘denial of funding for vocational religious instruction’ where nothing in the State’s policy 
‘suggest[ed] animus toward religion’.49 Justice Scalia’s stinging dissent in Locke. assailed. the.
State of Washington’s ‘generally available public benefit [of a scholarship] ... conditioned only on 
academic.performance,.income,.and.attendance.at.an.accredited.school.....[except.for].a.solitary.
course of study for exclusion: theology’.50 Rejecting as irrelevant the majority’s position ‘that the 
scholarship program was not motivated by animus toward religion’, Justice Scalia responded that 
the.Court.had.held.in.an.earlier.decision,.McDaniel v Paty,51.that.the.‘constitutional.separation.
of church and state ... did not justify facial discrimination against religion’.52.Warning.that.the.
Supreme Court majority’s upholding the State of Washington’s religious statutory exclusion 
because not doing so would violate ‘taxpayers’ freedom of conscience ... [would, however, as 
Justice.Scalia.opined,.lead.to.a.policy.that].ha[d].no.logical.limit.and.justify.the.singling.out.of.
religion for exclusion from public programs in virtually any context’.53.To.that.end,.Justice.Scalia.
prophesied.in.his.conclusion.that,.

[w]hen the public’s freedom of conscience is invoked to justify denial of equal treatment, 
benevolent.motives.shade.into.indifference.and.ultimately.into.repression..Having.accepted.
the justification in this case, the Court is less well equipped to fend it off in the future.54

While.Locke.involved.the.free.exercise.rather.than.the.free.speech.clause.and.one.can.argue.
that free exercise, following the Supreme Court’s decision in Employment Division, Department 
of Human Resources of Oregon v Smith,55.had.already.lost.most.of.its.protective.punch,5�.Justice.
Scalia’s prophecy in Locke.casts.a.long.shadow..His.observation.that.‘modern.popular.culture.....
[has] a trendy disdain for deep religious conviction’57.sounds.a.tocsin.that,.if.the.Locke.Court.is.
correct.that.avoidance.of.an.Establishment.Clause.violation.can.constitute.a.compelling.interest,.
then. to. what. extent. might. religious. free. speech. claims. fall. under. the. Establishment. Clause.
hammer?
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iii  thE EstaBlishmEnt clausE as a compElling intErEst

The.Supreme.Court.in.Good News.had.refused.to.address.whether.avoiding.an.Establishment.
Clause.violation.can.constitute.a.compelling.interest. to.justify.viewpoint.discrimination..Even.
though.the.Court.had.found.viewpoint.discrimination.in.Good News,.it.saw.no.reason.to.address.
the issue of the Establishment Clause as a compelling interest because none of the school district’s 
Establishment.Clause.arguments.had.been.persuasive:.(1).since.children.needed.parent.consent.
to.participate.in.the.Good.News.Club.‘they.[would].not.be.coerced.into.engaging.in.the.Good.
News Club’s religious activities’;58. (2).‘the.parents.of.elementary.school.children.would.[not].
be confused about whether the school was endorsing religion’;59.(3).‘[even.though].the.school.
facilities.[were].being.used.for.a.nonschool.function.....there.[was].no.government.sponsorship.
of the Club’s activities’;�0.and,.(4).the.‘circumstances.[of.parent.consent.forms.being.required].
simply [did] not support the theory that small children would perceive endorsement here’;�1and,.
(5).‘the.danger.that.children.would.misperceive.the.endorsement.of.religion.is.any.greater.than.
the.danger.that.they.would.perceive.a.hostility.toward.the.religious.viewpoint.if.the.Club.were.
excluded from the public forum’.�2.

One.can.argue.from.the.position.taken.by.the.Court.in.Good News that once a court finds no 
free.speech.violation,.the.court.should.have.no.reason.to.address.whether.an.Establishment.Clause.
violation.would.constitute.a.compelling.interest.to.override.a.free.speech.claim..The.troublesome.
aspect of the Seventh Circuit’s decision in Borden.is.that.the.court.of.appeals.chose.to.address.
an.Establishment.Clause.compelling. interest.claim.even. though. the.court.had.determined. that.
plaintiff. had. no. protectable. free. speech. claim.. Borden. becomes,. arguably,. an. example. of. the.
maxim.that.bad.facts.make.bad.law..

Borden. involved.the.free.expression.claims.of.a.public.school.employee.during.a.school-
sponsored.activity.and,.given.the.lack.of.free.expression.support.among.federal.courts.for.school.
employees.to.engage.in.religious.activities.during.the.school.day,�3.the.result.in.Borden.would.
seem.to.be.a.foregone.conclusion..In.Borden,.a.high.school.football.coach.who,.after.23.years.
of.either.conducting.or.permitting.other.adults.to.deliver.prayers.at.pregame.dinners.and.in.the.
locker.room.prior.to.each.game,.alleged.that.his.free.speech.had.been.infringed.by.new.school.
guidelines.that.allowed.student-initiated.prayers.but.prohibited.him.from.participating.in.those.
prayers.by.bowing.his.head.and.taking.the.knee.�4.Notwithstanding.what.should.be.a.predictable.
decision.for.the.school.district,.a.federal.district.court.in.New.Jersey,.in.a.decision.from.the.bench,.
nonetheless.granted.summary.judgment.to.Coach.Borden.holding.that,.while.‘an.Establishment.
Clause.violation.would.occur.if.the.coach.initiated.and.led.the.activity,.....no.reasonable.observer.
… [would find] [any]thing wrong with [a coach] remaining silent and bowing one’s head and 
taking a knee as a sign of respect for his players’ actions and traditions’.�5.The.court.also.found.
‘the [school district’s] directive regarding the Plaintiff’s nonparticipation [to be] over broad and 
vague, and violat[ive of] the Plaintiff’s ... rights to free speech, freedom of association, academic 
freedom’ under both the U.S. and state constitutions.��

The.Third.Circuit.unanimously.reversed.the.district.court,.although.doing.so.in.three.separate.
opinions. Regarding Coach Borden’s constitutional free speech challenge, Judge Fisher, writing 
for the court, found plaintiff’s claim to have no merit. Under the Connick v Myers.(Connick)�7.
public. concern. test. and. the. Pickering v Board of Education. (Pickering)�8. balancing. test,. the.
Seventh.Circuit.found.no.need.to.reach.the.Pickering.test.since.Borden.had.failed.to.demonstrate.
that.he.had.been.speaking.on.a.matter.of.public.concern.�9.Circuit.Judge.Fisher.observed.that.
federal.courts.have.held.that.speech.involves.a.matter.of.public.concern.only.if.it.‘addresses.a.
social.or.political.concern.of.the.community,.....implicates.the.discharge.of.public.responsibilities.
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by an important government officer, agency or institution, ... [or] relate[s] primarily to the way 
in which a government office serve[s] the public’.70.While.plaintiff.alleged.his.silent.acts.were.
deserving. of. free. speech. protection. because. they. ‘provid[ed]. the. team. with. feelings. of. unity.
and increase[ed] team morale, and respect[ed] the players’ prayers’,71. the.Third.Circuit. found.
these interests to be ‘personal to Borden and his team and ... not matters of public concern’.72.In.
addition, the coach’s case did not involve ‘any type of public forum ... [since] the bowing of his 
head.and.taking.of.a.knee.occur[red].in.private.settings,.namely.at.an.invitation-only.dinner.and.
in a closed locker room’.73.Plaintiff.Borden.‘[had].not.perform[ed].these.acts.as.part.of.a.broad.
social or policy statement of being able to take the knee or bow his head in public’,nor did his 
actions.‘touch.upon.the.way.that.government.is.discharging.its.responsibilities.....[by].shedding.
light on any matter with regard to [the school district’s] operations that would be important to 
the public’.74 Under the Establishment Clause’s ‘endorsement test’,75. the.Third. Circuit. found.
that ‘Borden’s ... twenty-three year history ... involvement in prayer at these two activities-as a 
participant,.an.organiser,.and.a.leader-would.lead.a.reasonable.observer.to.conclude.that.he.was.
endorsing religion’.7�.

At.this.point,.Circuit.Judge.Fisher,.having.found.no.protected.free.speech.and.an.Establishment.
Clause.violation.under.the.endorsement.test,.could.have.simply.concluded.his.analysis..Instead,.he.
chose.to.go.where.no.Supreme.Court.decision.had.gone.before,.namely,.holding.that.compliance.
with ‘the Establishment Clause is a state interest sufficiently compelling to justify content-based 
restrictions on speech’,77 and, on this basis, concluding that the school could prohibit plaintiff’s 
involvement. in. prayer.with. students.. In. effect,. the. school. district. in. proposing. and. enforcing.
its.Guidelines.not.only.had.a.compelling.interest.under.the.Establishment.Clause.in.preventing.
Borden’s alleged free expression, but also ‘a legitimate educational interest’78.in.doing.so..Just.
what Judge Fisher meant by this ‘legitimate educational interest’ is not clear, but arguably it has 
some kinship to Justice Kennedy’s ‘educational mission’ in Rosenberger..

Circuit Judge Fisher’s Seventh Circuit opinion in Borden.presented.a.dilemma.for.one.of.the.
concurring judges (Judge Barry). While agreeing that Borden’s prior history of actively allowing 
coach-initiated.prayer.before.football.games.violated.the.Establishment.Clause,.Judge.Barry.was.
troubled by her colleagues’ failure to provide advice for Coach Borden as to ‘what response might 
be permissible [in the future]’79. regarding.his.participation. in.pregame.prayers.80. Judge.Barry.
opined.that,.since.Coach.Borden.‘under.oath.[had].represented.....he.merely.wishe[d].to.show.
respect.for.his.players.when.they.pray,.[a].reasonable.observer.would.have.no.reason.to.believe.
that Borden was lying’.81.A.reasonable.observer.in.the.future.would.be.aware.of.the.prior.23-year.
history and seeing a student-initiated prayer, without the coach’s 

ask[ing].for.the.prayer,......select[ing].someone.to.say.a.prayer,.....monitor[ing].the.content.
of. the.prayer,. .... not. join[ing]. hands.with. anyone,. [or]. ....mouth[ing]. the.words.of. the.
prayer,.....would.simply.see.Borden.bow.his.head.or.take.a.knee.in.a.silent,.unobtrusive.
sign.of.respect.for.the.private.choices.made.by.individual.players.who.are.constitutionally.
permitted.to.choose.to.engage.in.religious.activities.82.

Indeed,. as. suggested. by. Judge.Barry,. if. the. coach.were. ‘required. to. keep. his. head. erect.
or.turn.his.back.or.stand.and.walk.away.....such.[a].requirement.would.evidence.a.hostility.to.
religion that no one would intend’.83.

Neither.of.the.other.Third.Circuit.two.judges.addressed.this.hostility.argument..Judge.Fisher.
acknowledged. that.he. ‘would. likely. reach.a.different. conclusion. [were]. the. same.history.and.
context of endorsing religion not ... present’,84.but.the.third.judge.(Judge.McKee).reasoned.from.
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the Supreme Court’s treatment of the graduation prayer in Lee v Weisman85. and.was. far. less.
sympathetic. He would have found a ‘respectful display’ to ‘violate the Establishment clause even 
absent [the coach’s] 23-year history’8�.because.‘[p]articipation.in.high.school.athletics.is.no.less.
important than attending one’s high school graduation [and], [i]ndeed, the ongoing involvement 
with.high.school.athletics.is.undoubtedly.far.more.important.to.some.than.a.one-time.graduation.
ceremony’.87.Even.if.Coach.Borden.had.not.‘pressured.his.players.into.voting.for.pregame.prayer.
ceremonies or ... manipulate[d] the outcome’,88.

Coach.Borden.as.a.teacher.....and.therefore.as.a.state.actor.for.purposes.of.the.First.and.
Fourteenth.Amendments).failed.to.appreciate.that.others.may.not.agree.with.his.beliefs.or.
that.the.religious.beliefs.that.he.held.dear.might.be.in.tension.with.contrary.(but.equally.
valid).beliefs.of.some.of.his.players..Any.player.who.held.opposing.beliefs.should.not.
have had to ‘go along to get along’ by silently participating in religious observances he 
disagreed.with.89.

Thus,.at.least.two.of.the.three.judges.on.the.Third.Circuit.in.Borden.took.a.step.not.yet.taken.
by. the.Supreme.Court. in. deciding. that. the.Establishment.Clause. can. constitute. a. compelling.
interest.in.countering.religious.free.speech.claims..Permitting.public.school.districts.to.rely.on.
a ‘legitimate educational interest’ in framing and enforcing policies to restrict or prohibit free 
expression bears some similarity to Justice Kennedy’s ‘educational mission’ in Rosenberger,.as.
well as Chief Justice Roberts ‘established school policy’ from the previous year’s Supreme Court 
decision.in.Morse v Frederick.(Morse).90.

iv  BroadEning thE scopE of school districts to rEstrict rEligious 
ExprEssion: lEssons from morSe and nuxoll

In. Morse v Frederick (Morse), the Supreme Court upheld a high school’s suspension of 
a student who displayed a message, ‘BONG HITS 4 JESUS’, on a banner at ‘[a]t a school-
sanctioned and school-supervised event’91.where.an.assistant.principal.reasonably.interpreted.the.
message.as.contrary.to.a.school.board.policy.‘prohibit[ing].any.assembly.or.public.expression.
that ... advocates the use of substances that are illegal to minors ...’.92.Writing.for.the.majority,.
Chief Justice Roberts found support for the school’s action beyond the traditional tests in Tinker 
v Des Moines Independent Community School District.(Tinker),93.Bethel School District No. 403 
v Fraser.(Bethel)94.and.Hazelwood School District v Kuhlmeier.(Hazelwood).95.Because.of.‘[t]he.
“special characteristics of the school environment”’,9�.the.assistant.principal.could.‘act.….on.the.
spot.....[to.punish.the.student.displaying].the.banner.promot[ing].illegal.drug.use.in.violation.of.
established school policy’.97 While Chief Justice Roberts rejected the school’s position that it 
should be able to punish speech that ‘is plainly offensive’,98.he.also.failed.to.incorporate.Justice.
Alito’s concurring opinion concern that regulation of student speech must rely on ‘some special 
characteristic.of.the.school.setting.[which].....in.this.case.is.the.threat.to.the.physical.safety.of.
students’.99.Although.Justice.Alito.agreed. that. ‘the.public.schools.may.ban.speech.advocating.
illegal.drug.use.....[he].regard[ed].such.regulation.as.standing.at.the.far.reaches.of.what.the.First.
Amendment permits’.100.Expressly.rejecting.the.claim.of.public.schools,.Justice.Alito.declared.that.
the Free Speech Clause does not permit ‘public school officials to censor any student speech that 
interferes with a school’s “educational mission”’.101.In.effect,.the.Free.Speech.Clause.‘provides.
no.support.for.any.restriction.of.speech.that.can.plausibly.be.interpreted.as.commenting.on.any.
political or social issue’.102.
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In. its.post-Morse. decision. in.Nuxoll, the Seventh Circuit upheld a federal district court’s 
preliminary.injunction.allowing.a.student.to.wear.a.t-shirt.during.a.Day.of.Silence.sponsored.by.
the.Gay,.Lesbian,.and.Straight.Education.Network.with.the.words.inscribed.on.it,.‘Be.Happy,.
Not Gay’.103 However, the court of appeals refused to ban the school’s policy that prohibited 
‘derogatory. comments. .... refer[ring]. to. race,. ethnicity,. religion,. gender,. sexual. orientation,. or.
disability’104.nor.would.the.Seventh.Circuit.grant.an.injunction.permitting.the.student.to.make.any.
‘negative comments’ about homosexuality short of ‘fighting words’.105.The.Seventh.Circuit.made.
much.of.the.fact.that,.in.creating.its.policy,.the.high.school.had.not.‘forbid[den].all.discussion.
of.public. issues.by. [the].students.….,.only.derogatory.comments.on.unalterable.or.otherwise.
deeply rooted personal characteristics about which most people ... are highly sensitive’.10�. In.
rejecting the student’s claim that he be permitted ‘to distribute Bibles to students to provide 
documentary support for his views about homosexuality’, the court of appeals declared that 
‘[m]utual.respect.and.forbearance.enforced.by.the.school.may.well.be.essential.to.the.maintenance.
of a minimally decorous atmosphere for learning’.107.Although.the.Seventh.Circuit.stopped.short.
of ‘[a] judicial policy of hands off (within reason) school regulation of student speech’,108. it.
nonetheless.permitted.a.broad.scope.of.public.school.rule-making.under.Tinker v Des Moines 
Independent Community School District109.where.the.speech.the.school.‘wants.to.suppress.will.
cause.“disorder.or.disturbance”,.or.[would].“materially.disrupt.class.work.or.involve.substantial.
disorder” or would materially and substantially disrupt the work and discipline of the school”’.110.
The Seventh Circuit painted ‘disorder or disturbance’ with a broad brush and held that a public 
school.could.forbid.speech.‘if. there. is. reason. to. think. that.a.particular. type.of.student.speech.
will lead to a decline in students’ test scores, an upsurge in truancy, or other symptoms of a 
sick.school.... .111 The court of appeals pointedly rejected plaintiff’s reliance on Justice Alito’s 
concurring.opinion.in.Morse v Frederick.(Morse)112.where.the.Justice.had.‘disparaged.invocation.
of a school’s “educational mission” as a ground for upholding restrictions on high-school 
students’ freedom of speech[,] ... warn[ing] that such invocation “strikes at the very heart of the 
First Amendment”’.113.The.Seventh.Circuit. reasoned. that. although. Justices.Alito. and.Thomas.
had.each.authored.concurring.opinions. in.Morse,. they.had.both. joined. in. the.Morse.majority.
opinion.and,.since.the.Supreme.Court.majority.opinion.in.Morse focused on the school’s drug 
policy.and.the.psychological.effects.of.drugs,114.so.also.could.the.school.in.Nuxoll consider.the.
‘psychological effects of students messages’.115.Thus,.if.‘the.plaintiff.[in.Nuxoll.were.to.wear].a.
T-shirt on which was written “blacks have lower IQs than whites” or “a woman’s place is in the 
home”’,11� the psychological effects on these populations would warrant the school’s prohibiting 
such expression under its policy as ‘derogatory comment’. Characterising the plaintiff’s ‘Be 
Happy, Not Gay’ as ‘only tepidly negative’,117 the Seventh Circuit found it ‘highly speculative’ 
that plaintiff’s t-shirt message would provoke ‘incidents of harassment of homosexual students ... 
or for that matter poison the educational atmosphere’.118

Circuit Judge Rovner, in his Novell opinion.concurring. in. the. judgment,119. struck.hard.at.
the.reasoning.of.the.Seventh.Circuit.decision,.declaring.that.the.Tinker.substantial.and.material.
disruption.test.was.the.only.one.applicable.to.schools.in.this.case.and.any.control.by.schools.of.
student.expression.‘[would].not.[be].constitutionally.permissible.....[unless].necessary.to.avoid.
material and substantial interference with schoolwork or discipline’.120 Judge Rovner opined that 
‘in order for school officials to justify prohibition of a particular expression of opinion, they 
must. be. able. to. show. that. this. “action.was. caused. by. something.more. than. a.mere. desire. to.
avoid the discomfort and unpleasantness that always accompany an unpopular viewpoint”’.121.
Because. the. test. ‘[u]nder. Tinker. [was. that]. students. [could]. express. their. opinions,. even. on.
controversial.subjects,.so.long.as.they.do.so.‘without.“materially.and.substantially.interfer[ing].
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with. the. requirements. of. appropriate. discipline. in. the. operation. of. the. school”. and. without.
colliding with the rights of others’,122 the school district’s claim in Nuxoll was deficient in that 
it. had. ‘not. demonstrate[d]. any. facts. which. might. reasonably. have. led. school. authorities. to.
forecast substantial disruption of or material interference with school activities’.123.Attacking.the.
majority’s ‘stealth viewpoint expression’,124 Circuit Judge Rovner rejected the majority’s perverse 
interpretation of ‘open debate’ whereby ‘allowing open debate on any subject would constitute 
taking.the.side.of.the.anti-status quo’.125.In.other.words,.‘[o]pen.debate.could.never.simply.be.
open debate’ but instead ‘constitute[d] “taking sides”, in particular taking the side of the party 
opposed.to.the.status quo’.12�.Now.that.students.in.the.high.school.in.Nuxoll. ‘have.initiated.a.
dialogue. [regarding]. .... a. broad,. societal. change. in. attitude. towards.homosexuals. .... in.which.
[the student] Nuxoll wishes to participate’, Circuit Judge Rovner lamented that school officials 
would.rather.treat.high.school.students.who.soon.will.be.able.to.vote.and.serve.in.the.military.
as.‘children.in.need.of.protection.from.controversy,.....blithely.dismiss[ing].their.views.as.less.
valuable than those of adults’.127 Rovner found inapposite the majority’s effort to ‘strike a balance 
between.the.interests.of.free.speech.and.ordered.learning.....[similar.to.the].balancing.rule.for.
school-sponsored.speech.[in].....Hazelwood’ because the Supreme Court ‘[had].already.set.the.
applicable.standard.in.Tinker’.128 Contrary to the majority’s view that ‘free speech and ordered 
learning’ were ‘competing interests’, Circuit Judge Rovner would find 

these values [to be] compatible ... [and] consistent with the school’s mission to teach 
by. encouraging. debate. on. controversial. topics. while. also. allowing. the. school. to. limit.
the.debate.when.it.became.substantially.disruptive.....[under].[t]he.First.Amendment.as.
interpreted.by.Tinker’.129

What is surprising is that, despite Circuit Judge Rovner’s invective against the majority 
opinion.legal.rationale,.his.opinion.contains.no.references.to.hostility.towards.religious.expression.
and.the.Establishment.Clause..In.fact,.the.absence.of.discussion.of.these.issues.in.the.majority.
opinion.as.well.causes.concern.as.to.what.the.current.relationship.is.between.the.Free.Speech.and.
Establishment.Clauses..

v  hostility toward rEligion and thE diminishing rolE of frEE spEEch

The. notion. that. the. establishment. clause. prohibits. government. from. displaying. hostility.
toward. religion.has. been.part. of. constitutional. dogma. since. the. earliest. cases. decided.by. the.
Court.under.the.First.Amendment.religion.clauses.130.In.its.early.free.expression.cases,.the.issue.
of.hostility.was.sublimated.to.viewpoint.discrimination..In.Lamb’s Chapel. the.Supreme.Court.
found.that.a.school.district.had.violated.the.free.speech.clause.by.opening.its.premises.to.a.wide.
range of community groups but refusing to permit a church to show a religious film series in 
the evenings. Thus, the Court saw no reason to address ‘the church’s argument that categorical 
refusal. to. permit. District. property. to. be. used. for. religious. purposes. demonstrate[d]. hostility.
to religion’,131. but. the. refusal.of. the.Court. to.dismiss. the.claim.out-of-hand.was.at. least. tacit.
recognition.that.such.a.claim.was.possible..Two.years.later.in.Rosenberger, the Court, in finding 
that the university’s refusal to fund a campus organisation publication written from a Christian 
viewpoint.when.other.publications.from.other.viewpoints.were.funded.violated.the.free.speech.
clause, added that, ‘[the university’s] course of action was a denial of the right of free speech 
and.would. risk. fostering. a. pervasive.bias. or. hostility. to. religion,.which. could.undermine. the.
very neutrality the Establishment Clause requires’.132.Four.years.after.Rosenberger,.the.Court,.in.
Good News,.held.that.a.public.school.that.provided.after-school.access.to.certain.youth-oriented.
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groups. (for. example,.Boy.Scouts). but.denied. access. to. a.Christian.youth.group. (Good.News.
Club).violated.the.free.speech.clause..Most.telling.though.was.how.the.Court.handled.the.claim.
that.admitting.a.religious.group.immediately.after.school.would.violate.the.establishment.clause.
by.creating.the.appearance.of.sponsorship.of.religion;.‘even.if.we.were.to.inquire.into.the.minds.
of. schoolchildren. in. this. case,.we. cannot. say. the.danger. that. children.would.misperceive. the.
endorsement.of.religion.is.any.greater.than.the.danger.that.they.would.perceive.a.hostility.toward.
the religious viewpoint if the Club were excluded from the public forum’.133.

However,. the.Supreme.Court. has.never.upheld. a.hostility. claim.under. the.Establishment.
Clause, leaving lower federal courts to wrestle with that Clause’s role in protecting religious 
expression..Federal.courts.have.not.agreed,.though,.whether.refusing.to.provide.the.same.rights.
to.those.expressing.their.religious.views.constitutes.hostility.toward.religion.

In.Rusk v Crestview School District,.134.the.Sixth.Circuit.upheld.a.school.district.rule.that.
fliers from community religious groups be distributed to students on the same basis as fliers 
from.other.community.groups,. the.court.noting.that,.‘if.Crestview.were.to.refuse.to.distribute.
flyers advertising religious activities while continuing to distribute flyers advertising other kinds 
of activities, students might conclude that the school disapproves of religion’.135. In.what.may.
be.considered.the.high.point.of.court.of.appeals.protection.against.viewpoint.discrimination,13�.
the.Third.Circuit.in.an.opinion.by.(then,.Circuit.Judge),.now,.Associate.Supreme.Court.Justice.
Samuel.Alito,. in.Child Evangelism Fellowship of New Jersey Inc. v Stafford Township School 
District (Stafford),137 the court of appeals held that a school district’s policy refusal to permit 
Child.Evangelism.Fellowship.(the.parent.organisation.of.Good.News.Clubs). to.send.religious.
flyers home with students, while permitting other community organisations to do so, amounted 
to.viewpoint.discrimination.and.did.not.constitute.endorsement.of.religion.138.Circuit.Judge.Alito.
quoted with favor the Supreme Court’s concern about hostility in Good News,.observing.that.‘we.
cannot.say.the.danger.that.children.would.misperceive.the.endorsement.of.religion.is.any.greater.
than.the.danger.that.they.would.perceive.a.hostility.toward.the.religious.viewpoint.if.the.Club.
were excluded from the public forum’.139.Circuit.Judge.Alito.also.observed.that.‘[t]he.Supreme.
Court. [had].not.settled. the.question.whether.a.concern.about.a.possible.Establishment.Clause.
violation can justify viewpoint discrimination’140.but.found.this.not.a.problem.in.Stafford because.
the.Third.Circuit.held.that.‘giving.Child.Evangelism.equal.access.to.the.fora.[in.this.case].would.
not violate the Establishment Clause’.141

However,. in.Bronx Household of Faith v Board of Education of City of New York (Bronx 
Household),142.a.divided.Second.Circuit143 vacated a federal district court’s permanent injunction 
against the Board of Education’s enforcement of a proposed rule barring any outside organisation 
from ‘holding religious worship services, or otherwise using a school as a house of worship’, 
a rule that represented a modification of an earlier rule prohibiting any ‘outside. organization.
or group’ from conducting ‘religious services or religious instruction on school premises after 
school’.144. Writing. for. the. Second. Circuit,. Circuit. Judge. Calabresi. held. that. ‘the. barring. of.
worship services from defendants’ school facilities [was] a content-based restriction and [did] 
not.constitute.viewpoint.discrimination.[under.Lamb’s Chapel,.Rosenberger,.or.Good News]’.145 
In.observing.that.‘[w]orship.services.....[were].not.in.any.sense.simply.the.religious.analogue.of.
ceremonies.and.rituals.conducted.by.other.associations.[such.as.the.Boy.Scouts].that.[have.been].
allowed. to. use. school. facilities [under Good News]’,14�.Calabresi. declared. such. a. conclusion 
‘deeply insulting to persons of faith ... [because] I find the notion that worship is the same as 
rituals and instruction to be completely at odds with my fundamental beliefs’.147.Finding.the.ban.
on a ‘house of worship’ to be content neutral discrimination because it ‘[did] not distinguish 
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between religious and secular approaches’,148.Calabresi. found. it. ‘a.proper. state. function. .... to.
consider. the.effect.upon. the.minds.of.middle.school.children.of.designating. their. school.as.a.
church’.149.

Circuit. Judge.Walker. in.his.dissent. in.Bronx Household saw in the Board of Education’s 
‘exclu[sion].[of.a].particular.viewpoint.from.its.property.....a.long-standing.hostility.to.religious.
groups’.150 By assuming that ‘judges can define worship[,] ... 151. a. task. that. risks. entangling.
the judiciary in religious controversy in violation of the First Amendment’152. and.by. refusing.
to determine ‘the character of the [school district’s] forum’153 by ‘inquir[ing] into the forum’s 
current uses’,154 ‘Judge Calabresi’ as Judge Walker opined, ‘[had] drawn a circle around our 
schools to keep worship (whatever that may be) out’.155.

vi  analysis and implications

To a large extent, Circuit Judge Alito’s query in Stafford. as. to.whether. avoidance.of. the.
Establishment.Clause.can.counter.a.viewpoint.discrimination.claim.has.already.been.answered.
in the Third Circuit’s post-Alito Borden.decision.where.the.court.of.appeals.held.that.avoidance.
of. the. Establishment. Clause. could. defeat. a. free. expression. claim..The. worrisome. feature. of.
Borden.that.the.Establishment.Clause.as.a.compelling.interest.can.trump.free.speech.viewpoint.
discrimination.is.compounded.by.the.troublesome.aspect.of.Nuxoll.that.religious.expression.can.
be diminished by a school district’s manipulation of its educational mission. 

Protection of religious expression in public schools has depended on finding constitutional 
interpretations to counter the efforts of school boards and school officials to restrict or prohibit 
such.expression..Unfortunately,.the.judicial.development.of.a.rationale.for.protecting.religious.
expression.has.been.a.disjointed.one..Indeed,.as.suggested.in.this.article,.the.outcome.will.depend.
on. the. constitutional. rationale. that. a. court. chooses. to. utilise..The. halcyon. early. post-Lamb’s 
Chapel.years.that.witnessed.widespread.protection.of.religious.expression.under.the.Free.Speech.
Clause.using.viewpoint.discrimination,.private.speech,.and.limited.public.forum.analyses.have.
given.way. to.Establishment.Clause.analyses.grounded. in.neutrality.and.endorsement,. as.well.
as.reliance.on.a.judicially.constructed.variety.of.free.speech.limitations.—.Tinker’s disruptive 
speech,15�.Bethel’s lewd and vulgar speech,157.Hazelwood’s school sponsored activities,158.and,.
most.recently,.Morse’s educational mission. The result is that success in a religious expression 
claim today demands a walk through a mine field of trip wires, any one of which can defeat that 
claim..

In. the.process,. the.use.of. the.Establishment.Clause. as. a.bar. to.hostility. towards. religion.
has.an.uncertain.future..Clearly,.in.all.religious.expression.cases.the.Establishment.Clause.has.
always.had.a.dominating.presence. in. the. room,.but. the. role.of. that.Clause,.one.can.argue,. is.
changing. While, in the earlier religious expression cases, the Establishment Clause’s prohibition 
against hostility served as a non-binding reinforcement of the Free Speech Clause’s protection 
of.religious.expression,159.the.Establishment.Clause.prohibition.against.hostility.today,.arguably,.
is at best little more than a shibboleth to be repeated with little judicial efficacy. Indeed, as 
reflected in Circuit Judge Barry’s concurring opinion in Borden, the Establishment Clause’s 
endorsement.test.used.to.prohibit.a.history.of.coach-instigated.prayer.does.not.seem.to.have.an.
effective counterpart preventing what Judge Barry sees as hostility towards the coach’s show 
of respect to his players’ prayer before each game. Hostility towards religion, as explicated in 
Chief Justice Rehnquist’s dissent in Santa Fe, Justice Scalia’s dissent in Locke,.and.Circuit.Court.
Judge Walker’s dissent in Bronx Household,.no.longer.appears.to.exert.any.effective.constraints.
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on school officials. Circuit Judge Rovner’s acerbic concurring opinion in Nuxoll,. despite. his.
vigorous criticism of the majority’s reinterpretation of Tinker. to.permit.only.a. tepid.religious-
based.criticism.of.homosexuality,.contains.no.discussion.of.hostility.towards.religion.at.all..Gone.
is Justice Kennedy’s declaration in Rosenberger.that.the.prohibition.of.all.religious.perspectives.
is still viewpoint discrimination and Chief Justice Rehnquist’s ringing dissent in Santa Fe.that.
refusal to permit implementation of a policy because of the Justices’ perception of religious 
influence was nothing short of hostility toward religion. 

How much this change will accelerate following the Supreme Court’s decision in Morse.
remains. to. be. seen.. In. Morse, the Supreme Court allowed school officials to define speech 
according to the school’s educational mission, even though in that case the decision was limited 
to the school’s prohibition of drug use. However, in Nuxoll, Circuit Judge Rovner was concerned 
that the Seventh Circuit, by permitting school officials to prohibit ‘derogatory’ speech, allows 
those officials to ignore the fact that ‘[t]here is a significant difference between expressing one’s 
religiously-based. disapproval. of. homosexuality. and. targeting. [gay. and. lesbian]. students. for.
harassment’.1�0.In.effect,.Nuxoll suggests that school officials will be allowed to determine which 
religious-based words can be prohibited as inconsistent with the school’s educational policy or 
mission, even though those words have no disruptive effect on the school. Like Justice Stewart’s 
much-paraphrased observation that he could not define pornography but he knew it when he saw 
it,1�1.schools.appear.destined.to.operate.in.the.same.manner.—.they.can.inform.students.when.
non-disruptive speech has an inappropriate effect (‘derogatory’) without having to define that 
effect.in.advance..Whether.or.not.this.is.an.appropriate.way.to.run.a.school,.one.can.certainly.
argue.that.it.makes.short.shrift.of.both.viewpoint.discrimination.and.hostility.toward.religion..

The. lesson. from.Borden. and.Nuxoll. for. school.administrators.and.school.board.members.
is.far.from.clear..In.the.wake.of.Santa Fe.and.Borden,.public.schools.that.have.had.practices.of.
permitting.prayer.and.other.religious.activities.are.suspect.and,.for.purposes.of.changing.their.
policies.and.later.allowing.student.or.employee.religious.expression,.still.bear,.as.it.were,.the.mark.
of Cain. Despite Circuit Judge Barry’s observation to the contrary in Borden.that.a.reasonable.
person could separate a past history of coach-supported prayer from a coach’s current change to 
only.a.show.of.respect.for.student-initiated.and.student-led.prayer,.courts.continue.to.support.an.
interpretation under the Establishment Clause’s endorsement theory that is both unrelenting and 
unforgiving. Circuit Judge McKee’s harsh and severe interpretation of endorsement in Borden.
mirrors Justice Souter’s majority opinion comments about endorsement in McCreary County, 
Kentucky v American Civil Liberties Union of Kentucky (McCreary).1�2.In.enjoining.the.display.
in.a.public.library.of.the.Ten.Commandments.and.other.documents.of.American.liberty,1�3.Justice.
Souter.opined.that.‘the.reasonable.observer.in.the.endorsement.inquiry.....[is.expected.to.be].aware.
of.the.history.and.....and.forum.in.which.the.religious.display.appears.....[and.thus.it.is.reasonable.
for].reasonable.observers.....to.treat.differently.....the.display.....demonstrating.a.preference.for.
one group of religious believers as against another’.1�4.In.other.words,.once.a.school.has.a.history.
of permitting religious activities, ‘the reasonable memories ... [of] reasonable observers’1�5.make.
the movement to non-school and non-employee-sponsored religious activities difficult to justify 
under the Establishment Clause’s endorsement test. Even where public schools have no history 
of supporting religious activities, the Seventh Circuit’s decision in Nuxoll suggests.that.Morse.
applies to more than school policies prohibiting drug use. By permitting school officials to enact 
policies.under.a.psychological.impact.test,.Nuxoll.has.effectively.circumvented.Tinker’s material 
and.substantial.likelihood.of.disruption.test..The.result.is.that,.with.the.diminished.prominence.of.
the Establishment Clause’s prohibition on hostility towards religion, public schools’ fulfillment 
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of their ‘educational mission’ has become the new mantra justifying the restriction of free speech 
religious.expressive.rights.in.schools..

vii  conclusion

The world has turned since the Supreme Court’s landmark Lamb’s Chapel.decision.declaring.
religious.expression.to.be.a.fully.protectable.subset.of.free.speech..Early.successes.in.Rosenberger.
and.Good News.explicating.the.meaning.of.viewpoint.discrimination.have.been.replaced.by.new.
judicial reassessments emphasising the rule-making authority of public schools and refining the 
meaning.of.an.endorsement.of.religion..While.the.result.in.Borden.is.not.surprising.to.the.extent.
that.a.school.employee.cannot.orchestrate.student.group.prayer,.what.is.disappointing.is.the.Third.
Circuit’s refusal to acknowledge that an employee can still have an expressive free speech right 
to. respect. the.religious.choices.of.others.1��.Similarly. in.Nuxoll,.while.students.clearly.do.not.
have.expressive.rights.under.Tinker.to.cause.disruption,.measuring.the.derogatoriness.of.student.
expression by using a tepidity test leaves school officials extraordinary latitude in framing their 
educational mission. In the process of reframing the authority of public school officials, what 
seems to have been lost is the brooding presence of the Establishment Clause’s prohibition of 
hostility.toward.religion..In.its.absence,.we.are.left.with.an.endorsement.test.that.shackles.those.
who.are.unfortunate.enough. to.be. in.a. school.district. that.has.allowed.prayer. in. the.past.and.
permits.the.restriction.of.religious.expression.that.has.a.negative.psychological.impact.

Keywords:.free.speech;.religious.speech;.religious.activities;.establishment.clause;.endorsement.
of.religion.
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